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derbyquad.co.uk

KS1 & 2

A new exhibition in QUAD Gallery features an artwork made from over 
30,000 pieces of paper forming an immense and astonishing ‘paper mountain’ 
– a work by contemporary miniature painting pioneer, Imran Qureshi, an 
internationally renowned artist from Pakistan. The centrepiece of the show 
references those ‘..who have been buried without their lives honoured or 
the circumstances of their deaths investigated’ Qureshi’s new exhibition 
in QUAD will include a site-specific installation, recent works on canvas, 
the UK premier of new video works and offer an insight into the world of 
contemporary miniature painting – the medium he is most celebrated for.



How to use 
these resources

education@derbyquad.co.uk QUAD Participate@QUADEducation

These resources are broken down into the following sections for you to pick and choose an appropriate 
level of engagement for your students:

For teaching staff:
• Visiting QUAD and advisories for the show
• Learning outcomes for the season: this section signposts specific 

aims and learning outcomes linked to the National Curriculum
• About our current season: this section gives a brief overview 

and background information about the exhibition
• Special events: talks, tours and workshops related to the season

For teaching staff and young people:
• General questions to ask at an exhibition: use this section if 

you only have a short time for your visit
• Activities: These resources feature just some of the work in the exhibition and has been designed 

to encourage:
• Speaking and listening, using the Discussion activities
• Literacy, using the Write actiities
• Creative and artistic skills, using the Create and/or Draw activities

Keep in touch
For more information about facilitated gallery visits, workshops or projects to complement and enhance 
the National Curriculum please download our Education Programme brochure from our website: 
http://derbyquad.co.uk/whats-on/education or contact to our Education Curator: 
sandrag@derbyquad.co.uk. Sign up to our education newsletter http://bit.ly/QUADednewsletter
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Visiting 
QUAD

We recommend that you book group visits 
in advance. We can supply building risk 
assessments if required.

QUAD Gallery is fully accessible. Please note that some of the Extra Gallery Spaces artworks are 
positioned in the stairwell. Artworks exhibited on the first floor mezzanine and office foyer are 
accessible via the lift.

We kindly request that your students do not touch the artworks, unless it is explicitly indicated that 
you are allowed to do so. Photography is permitted throughout QUAD Gallery and Extra Gallery 
Spaces, unless otherwise indicated.

If you would like to arrange a visit or a meeting, please contact our Education Curator: 
sandrag@derbyquad.co.uk

Free
Gallery Opening Times
Mon - Sat: 11am - 5pm
Sun: 12 noon - 5pm

How to use 
these resources



Advisories for 
the season
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The exhibit in QUAD’s Gallery has a chemical smell from the paper, which may be overpowering 
for some visitors.

If you have any concerns we advise meeting with our Education Curator and viewing the exhibition 
before a visit with your class.

Learning 
outcomes

The exhibition provides excellent opportunities to support your pupils to think about the following 
key concepts:

• Contemporary visual art

The following activities and discussion points have been designed to print out and use at the 
exhibition or in the classroom, and relate to the following areas of the National Curriculum at Key 
Stages 1&2:

English:
• write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a range 

of contexts, purposes and audiences 
• use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly their 

understanding and ideas 
• are competent in the arts of speaking and listening, making formal presentations, 

demonstrating to others and participating in debate
Art and Design:

• produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
• become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques
• evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 
• know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and 

cultural development of their art forms

The exhibition also provides excellent opportunities to complete elements of Explore, Discover and 
Bronze Arts Award. For more information about Arts Award: www.artsaward.org.uk

Visiting cultural venues and taking part in cultural activities are also part of becoming an Artsmark 
accredited school. If you school is interested in developing and celebrating its commitment to arts 
and cultural education, find out more here: www.artsmark.org.uk

Mon - Sat: 11am - 5pm
Sun: 12 noon - 5pm
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Imran Qureshi is one of the most celebrated artists to emerge from Pakistan in the last twenty years. The 
exhibition in QUAD Gallery One features Qureshi’s wide-ranging 
practice that includes miniature painting, installation and video work. 
Complementing this, in Gallery Two, is the ‘Maktab Miniature Painting 
School’ featuring seven artists who were taught by Qureshi at the 
National College of Art (NCA) in Lahore and part of the first Maktab 
(‘school’ in Arabic) at the Lahore Biennale in 2018.

Rooted in the tradition of 16th Century Mughal art and culture, 
contemporary miniature painting has at its core the National College 
of Art (NCA) in Lahore, where this discipline has been taught since 
the early 1900s. The project in Derby will be divided into two main 
but inter-linked parts: a display of works by Imran Qureshi in QUAD 
Gallery 1, and the ‘Maktab’, an itinerant painting academy which will be set up in the QUAD Gallery 2.

Gallery One: Imran Qureshi

Qureshi’s exhibition and the Maktab offers insight into the world of contemporary 
miniature painting from Pakistan, a practice rooted in the traditions of 16th Century 
Mughal art and culture. Alongside a selection of Qureshi’s signature miniature works are 
examples of his larger canvases. The red in these paintings suggests acts of violence; but 
as the artist says ‘…the flowers that emerge from the red paint… represent hope that – 
despite everything – the people sustain somehow, their hope for a better future’.

The large paper mountain installation made from 30,000 pieces of paper features printed 
images of variations of Qureshi’s flowers. This artwork references those ‘...who have 
been buried without their lives honoured’. Also featured is the UK premier of new video 
works that focus on everyday life in Pakistan.

Imran Qureshi was born in Hydebarad, Pakistan in 1972. In 1993 he earned a BFA at the National College 
of Art in Lahore, where he started teaching shortly after. His work is firmly rooted in the tradition of 
miniature painting - the subject he still teaches at the NCA - whose acme in the region was reached during 
the Mughal Empire. Imran Qureshi has been exhibiting internationally for almost twenty years and has 
managed to greatly expand the language of miniature painting, both in traditionally sized and crafted work 
and in many original variations in the form of site-specific installations, three-dimensional works, videos and 
paintings on paper and canvas. His work is exemplary of a practice that combines a local background with a 
global outlook, artistically, socially and politically.

Imran Qureshi has taught at the NCA since graduation and has always considered teaching an integral part 
of his practice. His exhibition at QUAD will include a site-specific installation, a group of recent works 
on canvas and some new videos. The project will be completed by a showcase of work by recent NCA 
graduates/the artists that took part in the first Maktab in 2018.

Gallery Two: The Maktab
The first Maktab (Maktab means school in Arabic) was set up by Imran Qureshi in Lahore’s Old Fort as 
part of the First Lahore Biennial in 2018, with the support of the Aga Khan Museum and the NCA. 

About our current season



The Maktab at QUAD Gallery is a live durational event by seven emerging miniature painting artists from 
Lahore, Pakistan: Shah Abdullah, Fizza Hussain, Syed Hussain, Sajid Khan, Zarina Khan, Tahir Ali Sadiq and 
Eesha Suhail. The artists are recent graduates from Lahore NCA, who took part in the first Maktab in 2018 
at Lahore Biennale. They will be present and working in QUAD Gallery, which will be transformed into a 
Maktab, painting studio, from 29th November until 10th December. The artists will be making new works 
in the gallery space together with a group of artists from the UK, the paintings produced will then become 
part of the exhibition.

The Maktab itinerant Painting Academy from Lahore, Pakistan, will be on display in QUAD Gallery Two from 
30th November 2019 to 9th February 2020.

QUAD Extra Gallery Spaces: Self Portrait Open Call (until 29 March)
Open call exhibition of small biographical artworks by Derbyshire based or born artists. The artworks are 
characteristic of the makers, reflecting on identinty and their sense of home. Together, the works share 
characteristics of those living or born in the region.

This exhibition features a significant amount of work made by children and young people, in particular 
students taking part in QUAD’s School in Residence programme (funded by Paul Hamyln Foundation): 
Derby Moor Academy, Horizons 6th Form & St Martin’s School, St Clare’s School and The William Allitt 
School.
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Special events

Maktab Artists’ Open Days
Sunday 1st, Wednesday 4th and Sunday 8th December, 12.00pm - 2.00pm
An opportunity for visitors to talk to artists working in QUAD from Maktab.

Instagram Live Curatorial Tours @derbyquad
Wednesday 4th December, 2.00pm - 2.30pm: Self Portrait led by Assistant Curator Laura O’Leary
Tuesday 17th December, 2.00pm - 2.30pm: Self Portrait led by Creative Education Coordinator Daisy Lloyd
Wednesday 8th January, 2.00pm - 2.30pm: Curatorial tour of Imaran Qureshi’s exhibition led by Senior Curator Peter 
Bonnell

Gallery Lates
QUAD Gallery will be open until 9.00pm on these dates with a curator-led tour of the exhibition:
Thursday 12th December
Thursday 16th January

Artist Gallery Tour with Imran Qureshi
Saturday 30th November, 12.00pm
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AESTHETIC

How is the work made? 
What materials are used? 

How important is the colour?

POSITION

Does the work respond to 
its position in the gallery? Are 
there any links to the pieces 

surrounding it?

RESPONSE

How does the work 
make you feel?

QUESTION OR 
ANSWER

Does the work ask 
a question or tell a fact?

Q or A?

NARRATIVE

Does the work tell a 
story? Does it remind you of 

anything?

CONTEXT

Does 
the work 

respond to 
anything social, 

political or 
historical?

What is the name 
of the work?
Does the title 
or description 
help with 
interpretation?

TITLE
& description
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General Questions
to ask at an exhibition
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Ask your students to spend several minutes looking at/exploring the 
artwork. It’s important that they have time to explore the physical 
gallery space, view individual artworks from a distance as well 
as spending time to examine the work more closely, before they 
undertake practical written or artistic activities.

Discuss...
Using the General Questions to ask at an exhibition page, instigate 
a discussion with your students about how they responded to the 
exhibition, and the individual works in it.What did they like/not like? 
How did it make them feel?

Write...
Ask your students to choose one artwork to write a short report that describes what is happening in the 
image. Who or what can they see? What colours, shapes and textures have been used? Ask them to use as 
many adjectives as possible.

Discuss...
Encourage your students to think about other art forms, what art means to them and how important they 
think art is by exploring the following questions in a group discussion:

• What is art?
• Where is art found?
• Who makes art?
• What subjects does art cover?
• How does art make you feel?

Draw...
Draw a miniature masterpiece:

• Draw a small object but draw it big enough to see the tiny 
details

• Draw a big object on a small piece of paper and fill the page
• Draw just one small part of an object

Discuss...
Imran Qureshi says that the flowers in his works represent ‘hope for 
a better future’. Ask your students what they hope for in the future.

Draw...
Ask your students to draw their hopes for a better future.

Draw a collaborative miniature masterpiece:
• Use a recognisable artwork as reference
• Print out a copy on A3 paper and mark out a grid of squares - enough squares for one each of 

© QUAD November 2019

Activities



your students
• Number each square on the back, (l-r), so that you can easily reassemble the final work
• Cut the squares up and give each student one square as a reference to work from
• Give them each a square blank piece of paper (all the same size!) 
• Each student should make their own copy of their reference piece (using whatever medium you 

choose)
• Ask them to number their finished square on the back to correspond with their reference piece. 

Now reassemble the students’ works in order, tape together on the back and turn over to reveal 
your finished, group masterpiece!

Discuss...
Ask your students to consider the Paper Mountain. What are their 
reactions? Do any of them comment on the environmental impact of 
using so much paper?

Create...
Make a woven photo portrait:

• Take a photo of your head and shoulders and print out two 
copies at A5 size - photo paper works best because it’s 
thicker, you’ll see why later

• On the back of the first photo, use a ruler and pencil to mark out 1cm strips horizontally (up and 
down)

• Cut along the lines and place to one side
• On the back of the second photo use a ruler and pencil to mark out 1cm strips vertically (left to 

right)
• Cut along the lines and keep seperate from the first set of strips
• Tape the vertical strips, at the top and bottom, to a larger piece of base paper.
• Weave the horizontal strips, in order from top to bottom

For different effects, try:
• Weaving the strips out of order
• Using one colour photo and one black and white photo

Write...
Ask your students to write an exhibition review, making sure they tell the reader:

• Where they saw it
• What the art looked like (they might want to choose two or three artworks to write about that 

they really liked)
• How it was made
• How it made them feel
• A score out of 10!

Students could use the other writing and discussion activities above to help them remember what they saw 
and thought.
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